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PREFACE

This report has been prepared to make available and archive information developed during preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Phases 3 and 4 of the Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) as defined by the state of Hawaii in its April 1989 proposal to Congress. On May 17, 1994, the U.S. Department of Energy published a notice in the Federal Register (Fed. Regis. 59, 25638) withdrawing its Notice of Intent (Fed. Regis. 57, 5433) of February 14, 1992, to prepare the HGP EIS. Since the state of Hawaii is no longer pursuing or planning to pursue the HGP, DOE considers the project to be terminated.

This report provides a bibliography of documents, published papers, and other reference materials that were obtained or used. The report provides citations for approximately 642 documents, published papers, and other reference materials that were gathered to describe the potentially affected environment on the islands of Hawaii, Maui, and Oahu. The listing also does not include all the reference materials developed by support subcontractors and cooperating agencies who participated in the project. This listing does not include correspondence or other types of personal communications. The documents listed in this report can be obtained from original sources or libraries.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
DISCLAIMER

Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document.
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Center for the Study of Active Volcanoes. *Prediction and Mitigation of Volcanic Eruptions and Earthquakes*, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, Hawaii, August 12, 1993. (734)


CH2M Hill. Maps of Project Locations for 500 MW HGP, Honolulu, unpublished. (413)
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State and Federal Hazard Mitigation Team. *Hazard Mitigation Team Report for the Kilauea Volcano Eruption, Hawaii County, Hawaii*, FEMA-864-OR-HI, Honolulu, October 1990. (474)


U.S. Department of Energy. Transcript of Proceedings, Scoping Meetings, Pahoa (afternoon meeting), Volume 1 of 10 March 7, 1992. (547)
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